
RAMSEY CLUB COMPANY LTD

11th March 2020

Dear All,

This is probably the message I least wanted to write, but with the UK likely to 
escalate actions to slow the spread of the corona virus that causes COVID-19, we, as a
club have a duty of care to each other and need to play our part in looking after 
ourselves, our friends, staff and colleagues. You may believe that you are fit and 
healthy and at low risk, but the same may not be true of anyone that you come into 
contact with. Moreover, we don’t know who has the virus, and symptoms can take a 
couple of weeks to emerge, so you could find yourself in contact with someone who is
unaware they have it.

Should I take precautions ??

Yes. The following is general advice for everyone:

 If you are, or have recently been, unwell with any signs associated with    
COVID-19, please consider whether you should attend the club.

 If you have recently travelled to areas that are considered high-risk, please, 
again, consider whether you should attend the club. 

 If you are elderly, or particularly unfit, or have another health condition or 
concern, any of which would make COVID-19 a higher risk to you 
personally, please consider not attending the club,  – your health, and the 
health of others, is more important. 

 Make sure you are aware of current reputable official advice as it may change 
on a day to day basis. Beware of unofficial advice as there is plenty of 
misinformation flowing around the internet.

Suggested specific precautions :

 Be aware that despite best efforts, events may be cancelled at short notice. 
Please be understanding of organisers – they are doing their best at a difficult 
time.

 Follow all general official advice around using hand sanitisers, frequent 
washing of hands with hot water and soap whilst singing your favourite 20 
second ditty, disposable tissues etc.

 Keep areas as tidy as reasonably possible, and ensure your rubbish is taken to 
waste bins. Don’t expect others to handle your rubbish.

 Use disposable wipes to wipe down tables and surfaces etc. especially if the 
latter have been coughed or sneezed on.
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 Wash your hands thoroughly regularly.

 Don’t insist on a handshake 

Suggested specific precautions for staff and volunteers 

 Wash your hands or sanitise thoroughly after handling cash, used crockery and
cutlery and ideally handle money electronically.

 Frequently sanitise surfaces as they become free

 Frequently sanitise door handles

And finally – the quicker our health services can get on top of this challenge, the 
quicker we can return to normality and enjoy the game we all love. Let’s all do our 
bit.

Kind regards

Richard Coles
Chairman – Ramsey Club Co Ltd
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